THE WOODRACK

BOB WOOD

LICFM

ANNOUNCEMENTS The meeting began with Ben mentioning that we should pass info through the website. Daryl also mentioned voting
for the bylaws. Balloting uses email.

Doctor Steve Price broke his femur. If you would like to contact him, I am sure he would appreciate the call.

Some comments on the show were made regarding OBVR parking. It was too far away from the exhibit area. Disabled people may need a
shuttle. Harry Slutter suggested we may need other events coupled with our show to get more interest. Perhaps other niche interest groups
or schools with tech teachers could also host an event close to the exhibit area or on the nearby grounds during the same weekend.

Another suggestion for the show would be to have sandwich boards with “touch” or “no-touch” for each item.

SHOW AND TELL A desk brought to the meeting was a play between asymmetrical curves. It had three bent laminations for the front, which
were veneered with walnut. The grain was also continuous. The drawers were joined with hand-cut, half-blind dovetails in the front of the
drawer. The back of the drawer was attached to the side via a sliding dovetail. Each drawer had a false front. The bottoms of the drawers
were catalpa. The desk was finished with three coats of oil and five thin coats of shellac. A bridle joint to the apron joined the three legs.
The trestle for the 1-legged side is joined with a through, wedged mortise and tenon.

By the way, the desk was made by a new member, Dean Dauplaise, who is sixteen.

MAIN MEETING The focus of the meeting was photographs of projects that were at the show with comments made on each exhibit. If
your project is not mentioned, it is not intentional. To name a few:

A table with roots as the legs - picture a stump - with a beautiful top was shown.

Scotty McCoy made a white oak table with a trapezoid dimension. Scottie also made a guitar from spalted beech, which he obtained from
Sagamore Hill; the neck is India Rosewood.

A round table made of ash with a metal stand was also displayed.

A bookcase by Tom Schneider was also highlighted.

A versatile plywood bench that could be converted to a table by rotating the arms to a horizontal position was shown.

A modern shelf by Corey Tighe was mentioned. Corey also built a three-legged “guitar table” with complicated Maloof joints.

Jim Clancy’s table was shown; it is a lovely, delicate piece.
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Harry Slutter’s workbench was constructed from southern yellow pine. The wood came from a Pennsylvania church built around 1857.

Roger Schroeder displayed an arts and crafts drawer. It was built in 2010. The piece is made of red oak on the outside, poplar on the inside
and the back is hemlock with dowelled drawers. Roger finished it with a Minwax Golden Oak stain and then lacquer. The hardware was
obtained from Horton Brass in Connecticut. Roger said they sell quality brass at reasonable prices.

Bob Hildebrand’s vine-shaped maple chairs with Long Island cherry seats are always an eye-catcher. Bob made a machine to mortise and
tenon the top and used dominoes for other joinery. Two chairs with woven cane seats were highlighted.

Bob DeMarco made a vanity table from Spalted Maple, which included a bracelet holder and a matching framed mirror.

Joe Mayday’s period piece, 1720-1730, is a bachelor’s chest made with oak and a poplar carcass. The chest was hammered veneer using an
English brown oak. Joe incorporated feather banding, which he made from oak laminates. Secondary wood for the drawers was quartersawn English white oak. The brass was from Optimum Brass in England using original castings and alloy. The finish is shellac polished with
rottenstone, pumice, and wax.

Ed Dillon built a table with plywood legs and a walnut drawer.

Jim Hennefield displayed a table and a jewelry box.

Charlie Morehouse brought in a table made of pine with hammered veneer and, as always, a beautiful shellac finish.

Frank Pace’s ambrosia maple cookie table included five bow ties, which we saw at the general meeting. The table has three triple tapered
legs with beading. The stretchers were pocket screwed because the angles on this triangular table were difficult to match up. The finish was
a shellac seal coat and then five coats of a General Finish. The last step was the application of Renaissance Wax. Frank also showed a music
stand.

Bill Leonhardt built a slab table with modern legs and filled some of the slab with stone and filings from a brass nut.

Justin Matranga constructed an American Period chest made from wood from an upstate N.Y. tree. He used mortise and tenon and dowel
joinery. The hinges are bent iron nails. Justin spent a lot time carving the front.

Joe Bottigliere had two items displayed, which included a bookcase/TV cabinet and a coffee table. The coffee table top and shelf are curly
maple with European beech stain. Joinery was mortise and tenon. The bookcase was plywood from Home Depot with Birds-eye veneered
shelves. I hope I got that correct, Joe.

Don Daily made a table with four five-degree angled legs. A Wenge strip was incorporated in the top. Don also made a stacked laminated
table with a glass top, which is too small, not my comment.

A pizza peel and stool were also displayed. The artisan’s names were left out intentionally.

Overall, the explanations of the detailed construction for each piece demonstrated the time committed to produce each exhibit.
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TURNER’S GUILD

BARRY SALTSBERG

SIG President Bob Urso opened the meeting and welcomed the members.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Gary M. took orders for Guild t-shirts.
Bob talked about the holiday party next month. Jean will once again coordinate it (Thanks soooooo much,
Jean!!!!!!!)
Bob talked about getting the One-Way lathe from the American Legion Hall. We can use Ed’s trailer, but we need
a vehicle with a hitch.
SHOW AND TELL Jimmy M. showed a snow man
Hank Z. had a rack if ornaments made from kits and colored pencils
Mike J. presented a cherry bowl with a colored epoxy feature in the bottom and some spalted maple bowls and 3
platters, one of which was made from TR copper beech
Charlie F. showed a knitting bowl and some ornaments
Tim R. had 2 red oak bowls
RAFFLE There were two raffle winners, Marty P. and Barry S.
PRESENTATION Ed Piotrowski and Barry Saltsberg
Ed made a nice miniature bird house ornament. He hollowed the body and fitted the roof to it.
Barry attempted a globe with top and bottom finials. He turned the globe. In the process of turning the first
finial, the tool rest self-destructed! And, that was the end of that.
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BANDSAW JIG FOR DOVETAILS

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

4 PIECES SCRAP WOOD + 30 MINUTES LABOR = 2 BANDSAW JIGS FOR THROUGH DOVETAILS

I have been futzing around with dovetail joinery of late. A current project calls for half-blind and through joints. Of
course, different tools could be used to make dovetails. Routers, chisels, saws, bandsaws, even dedicated dovetail machines
come to mind.
The hand-cut approach requires careful layout, saw, chisels, and usually employs a dovetail marker. The commercial markers
are typically of the 1:6 variety for softwoods and 1:8 for hardwoods. What do 1:6 and 1:8 ratios signify? Hark back to high
school geometry and the “rise over run” expression. For dovetails, there is a 1 unit rise over runs of 6 or 8 units in length.
For example:

1 Unit Rise

Run of 6 Units

The gluttons for punishment among us finished geometry and moved on to trigonometry. Among other things, that discipline offers techniques to determine the inner angles that are created by 1:6 and 1:8 ratios. Applying the Law of Cosines, we
compute the angles to be 90°, 80.538°, and 9.462° degrees, respectively. The critical value for 1:6 dovetail markers is 9.462°,
which is frequently rounded to 9 ½° or even more conveniently, to 10°, thus the slant of the 1:6 dovetail walls. Redrawing
the figure above to look more like a marker, yields:

A survey of the literature suggests that, within reason, dovetail angle values are not supremely important to the integrity of
the joint. A shift of 1° or 2° makes little difference in a practical sense. However, the constructor’s aesthetic values may
demand a particular shape.
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Another dovetail consideration that appears to have small importance is the sequence of cutting through dovetails, i.e., tails
or pins first. There are strong opinions and advocates for both approaches. Yet, both techniques can produce fine joinery in
about the same time and require identical tools.
Experience and research do show that the first half of the joint (either tails or pins, you choose) serves as a template for the
second half, again this can be tails or pins. As such, the secondary cut requires high accuracy for tight joinery.
How is accuracy achieved? It is a combination of careful layout and meticulous cutting. Joint surfaces need to be flat for
maximum strength and fit. Carefully set up jigs and machines provide consistent cuts and precise joinery by reliably creating
flat surfaces. In contrast, hand-cut joinery regularly produces some variabilities which can be eventually overcome with sufficient practice. Idiosyncratic spacing and shapes are the strong suits of handmade joinery.
Whether created by power tools or by hand, dovetails require double-bevel cuts. The remainder of this article presents two
simple jigs that produce quality through dovetail joinery using any bandsaw. Some bandsaws offer a blade tilting capacity,
while others do not. These jigs require only a sharp blade and steady hand.
The creation of the tails jig requires a single cut on a flat and square piece of wood measuring 3 ½” wide X 14 ½” long.
The single cut is a 10° slant on one long edge to make 1:6 tails. Use a 7° slant for 1:8 dovetails. If a 14° angle is the target,
a 1:4 ratio is required.
1:6 Tall Jig for Bandsaw
14 1/2”
1 1/8”
3 1/2”

The setup looks approximately like the following top view:
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The woodworker saws one side of each of the tails, flips the workpiece over and cuts the other angle. If there is some reason not to turn the workpiece, such as the layout lines are on one side only, flip the jig instead.
The pins jig is constructed from three pieces of wood.

Here are different views of the pins jig setup:

Top View

Front View

The bandsaw operator must avoid cutting past the depth line. Further, the cuts must be the scrap side of each surface. As
with tails, first cut one side of the pin and then turn the workpiece over or flip the jig before cutting the second half.
Use of the jigs results in tight-fitting, repeatable joinery in minimal time. Now, cut some dovetails!
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YET ANOTHER PIZZA REVIEW

DARYL ROSENBLATT

My intention here is to shame you all into writing SOMETHING. And as before, what’s better to write about than
pizza? So far, I’ve reviewed Salvatore’s in Port Washington, Joanne’s in Roslyn, Naples Street Food in Franklin
Square, Di Fara in Brooklyn, and Spumoni Garden, also in Brooklyn. Now it’s Frank Pepe’s turn.
This is a small chain, and it always comes up in the top five of just about any national review for pizza. Since I’m a
skeptic by nature, and I take my pizza very seriously, I compare everything to the very high Salvatore’s standard, and
it takes a top place in Italy to top it; now maybe Frank Pepe’s also. Like Salvatore’s and most of the great Italian
places, they use a coal-fired oven. There are some technical reasons for coal being better, what kind of protein content is in the flour, how it chars the crust, etc. Anyway, while I’m for closing all (but one) coal mine for the sake of
global warming, we MUST keep one mine open so we can get pizza of sufficient quality to make me happy.
Pepe’s has 3 sizes, small, medium and large. I went with two of my sons so we could really get a sampling. Three
small pies were really enough for 4 to 5 people. One pie was their world-famous white clam pizza, another was a
margherita pizza, and the third was their Amanti Della Carne with pepperoni, sausage, meatballs, bacon and Pecorino
Romano cheese. My sons both rated the margherita as their favorite, then the white clam, and the carne as third. I
had it as white clam, then margherita, and the carne third. It has to be stated that all three were excellent, the
margherita compared favorably with the Salvatore’s margherita (but had spectacular crusts and sauce...really the two
best margherita pizzas I’ve ever had). The white clam pizza was, to me, extraordinary. While I think the Salvatore’s
sausage pizza is the best pizza I’ve ever had, this white clam gives it a run for its money.
Frank Pepe’s started in New Haven, and a branch of their family opened a rival pizzeria down the block (Wooster
Street in New Haven), called Sally’s Apizza (which I really do want to try), Pepe’s has a branch in Yonkers, and 10
other branches through Connecticut. It’s worth a trip. OK, time for someone else to step in and review pizza they
love.

The white clam pizza

The margherita pizza
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PUZZLE

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

Brrr, Winter – Life is Hard
Michael R. Mittleman
How to play: Complete the numerical grid so that every row, column and 3 x 3 box contains all
digits from 1 to 9.
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Solution to December
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TOOL SALE

Most of these are tools from the Estate of Gabe Jaen. If you are interested, contact Joe Bottigliere. His contact information is under the Member’s Directory on our website, or at the Meeting, or LICFM and Turner’s SIG meetings.

Incra Miter Express w/ MT1000 miter gauge

$120

Kreg K3 pocket hole master system in storage case

$75

(drill, driver bits and clamp included)
Porter Cable 5” RO sander #7334

$25

Freud 8” safety dado set #SD308 (w/ case)

$70

Delta table saw tennon jig #134 5985

$40

Craftsman 3x21 belt sander #315-117130

$25

Craftsman stationary 6x24 belt/ 9” disc sander

$25

(needs outboard motor and belt)
Master Fastener 18 AWG brad nailer #JF32

$20

Ulmia 29” miter box #354

$120

Ulmia 22” miter box #352

$85

6” spare jointer blades

$10

12” DeWalt DW733 planer blades

$20

13” DeWalt DW735 planer blades

$25

NEVER USED genuine #DW7352
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